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Seresco has built a reputation for premium equipment performance and reliability,
combined with the lowest operating, energy, and maintenance costs in the industry.
NP Series

Seresco’s reputation for innovation continues with the NP Series, a solution for some of the biggest problems faced by the
dehumidification industry.
By using an environmentally-friendly water/glycol mix as a secondary heat exchange fluid, the NP (Natatorium Protocol) cuts
refrigerant use by up to 85% and has the lowest operating costs in the industry – all the while providing superior humidity
control and exceptional reliability. Installation costs are low, with factory-sealed refrigeration even on split systems, and no limit
on line length to remote cooler.

NE Series

An ultra-compact dehumidifier that houses its entire system in one cabinet for simple installation, yet keeps all critical
components isolated from the pool air stream in a separate vestibule. The New NE Series is Seresco’s most compact unit,
making it ideal for applications where space is at a premium. Models 2 through 7 even fit through a 32-inch door.
The NE Series can attach the optional R3 Module, which can offer:

o
o
o
o
NE 200 Series

Full-flow, titanium pool water heater
Exhaust fan
Booster fan
Built-in air conditioning, without remote outdoor air-cooled condenser

Enjoy the peace of mind of a 2-compressor system with redundant, fully independent circuits controlled by a single,
sophisticated brain. The NE 200 offers all this in a compact footprint ideal for retrofit/replacement applications, available in
vertical or horizontal configuration.
The NE 200 Series boasts great features like:

o
o
o
o
o
NV Series

Simplified installation by splitting the unit in two.
Factory-sealed refrigeration means no costly on-site refrigeration work.
Can fit through a 32-inch doorway (units up to 80 lbs/hr of moisture removal and 6,800 CFM).
Two-compressor system benefits facilities with built-in redundancy and doubles capacity in the same footprint.
Best-in-class energy savings.

The industry’s most efficient ventilation-only unit, hands-down. For pools in dry climates, choose the Seresco NV Series for
superior natatorium ventilation that delivers the best possible conditions year-round.
The NV Series offers:

o
o
o
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Best heat recovery in the industry, with up to 70% effectiveness when outside temperatures are less than 30°F.
Modulating control ensures best possible space conditions while using the least amount of energy.
Capable of 4,000 to 70,000 CFM of air handling.

For further information on this and other products available,
please contact your local representative.

